


...J High frequencies are
reproduced cleanly, clearly,
and naturally, thanks to the
tweeter horn/driver assembly
designed by Klipsch engineers.
Reproduction of dynamics
found in compact discs and
other high dynamic sources is
effortless. Frequency and polar
response have unblemished
smoothness.
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~ Midrange frequencies are
the most prevalent in music
and the most critical concern
in loudspeaker design. For the
CHORUS" midrange section,
Klipsch engineers designed a
special horn/driver assembly
with very high power handling
capability, wide dynamic range,
and exceptionally smooth fre-
quency response. The polar
response of this midrange
section assists the CHORUS in
delivering a most accurate and
articulate, three- dimensional
stereo image.
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"'- For powerful bass response,
this woofer is driven by a 96
ounce (2.72 kg) magnet,
approximately triple the weight
of a typical woofer magnet.
The 15" (38 cm) heavy-duty,
concentrically - ribbed cone is
mounted in a vented enclosure
for higher efficiency and an
extended response down to
36 Hz (-10 dB point).

-- The cabinet exterior of
the KUPSCH CHORUS pro-
vides immediate evidence of
consrruction quality. This cab-
inet is meticulously crafted
from your selection of genuine
wood veneers. Each pair is
matched for color and grain
structure of the wood. One
tiny flaw and the pair is
desrroyed.

~ Klipsch engineers have
long been noted for their
crossover network refine-
ments. This crossover network
is built in conjunction with
the input panel and is uniquely
designed to eliminate elecrrical
crosstalk of the network com-
ponents. The input panel is
placed low on the rear of the
cabinet to eliminate unsightly,
dangling speaker cables.

~ All components of the
CHORUS are mounted to the
front of the cabinet face. This
reduces the possibility of
sound defraction and results
in wider dispersion, improved
polar response, and better
stereo imaging.

.;.j Form follows function
with this beautiful wood riser
base that's a built- in part of
every CHORUS. The riser base
provides further elegance to
the cabinet appearance while
properly coupling the woofer
section to the floor for opti-
mum bass response.

DRIVE COMPONENTS:
K-79-K tweeter
K-57-K midrange
K-48-E woofer

WEIGHT: 89 Ibs. (40.4 kg)
DIMENSIONS:

Height: 39" (99.1 cm)
Width: 18-1/2" (47 cm)
Depth: 15 -1/2" (39.4 cm)

On-axis frequency response. Zero equals 100 dB.

Specifications:
BANDWIDTH: 45 Hz-

20 kHz j: 3 dB
(-10 dB at 36 Hz)

SENSITIVITY: 101 dB SPL,
one watt one meter

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE: 8n
POWER HANDLING: 100

watts continuous
(1,000 watt peaks)

ENCLOSURE TYPE: Vented
box, three-way system
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